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Our Mission
The purpose of Teen Volunteers in Coppell is to create service opportunities for teenagers to develop
workplace skills while learning about and engaging with their community. Through their service, Teen
Volunteers become engaged, civic-minded citizens who understand professionalism, the power of
personal development, and the importance of accountability.

history

Achievements

Prior to May 2020, departments across the
city hosted separate teen volunteer
programs with differing age, residency, and
application requirements.

Established unified teen volunteer program
through creating a single teen volunteer
handbook, application process, and unified teen
volunteer trainings.

In 2019, employees working with teen
volunteers started the conversation that lead
to Teen Volunteers in Coppell, the unified
process for teens to connect to service
opportunities across departments.

Pivoted to virtual volunteer opportunities to
ensure our ability to achieve our TVC mission
despite the challenges of the coronavirus.
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TEEN VOLUNTEERS
what are the 2020 numbers?
ACTIVE
VOLUNTEERS*

TOTAL
VOLUNTEERS**

AVERAGE
VOLUNTEER SERVICE

60

135

9 HOURS

*Active volunteers are volunteers with a waiver on file, who meet current training requirements and who
have volunteered 2 hours in the last six months.
**Total volunteers is the cumulative number of volunteers with hours recorded for the 2020 year.

TOTAL HOURS
SERVED

1,276 HOURS

FINANCIAL VALUE***
VIRTUAL*

881

IN-PERSON**

395

$32.5k

*Virtual hours are remote volunteering opportunities including book reviews, graphic design, video
recordings, individual litter pickup, and safety planning completed and verified by volunteer
coordinators.
**In-person hours for 2020 are primarily pre-COVID hours served in person for program support.
***Financial value of volunteer service is calculated by multiplying hours served by the Independent
Sector's estimated value of a volunteer service hour. The 2019 value of a service hour in Texas is
$25.47.

volunteers say

The below comments were collected during the 2020 End of Year teen
volunteer survey. Impact statements are attributed differently based on the
volunteer's personal preferences.

Volunteering for the City of Coppell has given me much
more than just volunteering hours for school. It connected
me with my community in ways that I could not achieve
otherwise. I have gained more friends and opportunities to
support and help other people. Spreading this positivity
allowed me to become a better person and a better leader.

87%
OF TEEN VOLUNTEERS FEEL
THEIR SERVICE HELPS THEM

ENGAGE WITH THE
COMMUNITY*

ANUSHA PATEL

Volunteering for the city of Coppell helps me learn more
about some of the opportunities in the city that are there
to enjoy, like the nature parks and library workshops, that I
didn’t know were available beforehand. It helps me feel
more connected with all of the things offered in the city.

It really keeps me connected to the
community and opens up my view
aside from the aspects I see at school.
It really brings me joy to film videos
and hope to brighten someone’s day.

A TEEN VOLUNTEER

RISA AZIM

It makes me feel like a part of the community of Coppell and like I'm having a positive impact on it.
[Volunteering] helped me keep a sense of purpose and gave me small achievable tasks in the face of the
overwhelming knowledge we were and still are having thrown at us.
MEL

It's easy to feel extremely sad and depressed about the state of the pandemic in our country. It was easy
for me to get bogged down in anxiety thinking about the immensity of the tragedy. I really appreciated
having this volunteer opportunities because it's very difficult to be stuck in your home wanting to help as
much as you can, but knowing that it can possibly endanger your health. Writing the cards to first
responders was probably one of my most favorite volunteering opportunities that I've ever had. It was
almost cathartic in a way to explain my gratefulness for the work they were doing and awe for their ability
to go in there and do what they have to do, day in and day out. It lifted my spirits up so much to know that
my little action might have made a difference for somebody who might have been feeling incredibly tired
and heartbroken at what's going on.
NIKITA

*Statistic based on results from the 2020 EOY Teen Volunteer Survey. Thirty percent of active volunteers completed the survey.

volunteers in action

Teens use their aesthetic
eyes, creativity, and
technology to create
engaging graphics for the
city & library.

In lieu of large trash pickups, teens serve their
community through solo or family trash pickups. It's
a great way to ensure social distancing and add
flexibility to the volunteer experience!

Volunteer graphic by
Aarushi J. Sci-Fi reader's
advisory graphic designed
by Avani Neethu Munju.

Tisya virtually attends a
city council meeting and
learns about citizen's
appearances!

Seasonal SERVE cards provide teens an opportunity
to connect with their community and families.
SERVE cards are targeted to broaden teen's
horizons across personal, local, and global scales.

Joshua reads aloud to a plant
for a SERVE card square.

Sisters & volunteers film their
mastery of proper emergency
response techniques for Life
Safety Park. That teddy bear
is in great hands!

